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Abstract
Lady Macbeth was confused to Macbeth. Regan and Goneril were hopeless daughters to their father in King Lear. Cassius was
poisoned mind in Julius Caesar. Iago was performed like a offence in Othello. Claudius was controlled to Hamlet’s mother for
affection. Shylock was too money lender for anything else. Villainy which has nothing of the heroism of the sin. In Angelo, we
have the sharpest lesson that Shakespeare’s even of self-righteousness.
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Introduction
Shakespeare’s was given to the most important for the Villain
character of his plays. They are only made an adventures and
thrilling feel of the play. Shakespeare’s was compared to the
villain character to the Evil character. They are performed
good acting with created energy to the audience or readers.
The villainy character was made too interesting of reading
time.
List out the top villains in Shakespeare play
 Angelo (Measure for Measure)
 Aaron (Titus Andronicus)
 Goneril (King Lear)
 Iago (Othello)
 Macbeth (Macbeth)
 Cassius (Julius Caesar)
 Claudius (Hamlet)
 Shylock (Merchant of veins)
Angelo (Measure for Measure)
Angelo character in Measure for Measure, deputy to the duke.
Angelo abuses his office by refusing mercy to Claudio when it
is obviously due. Angelo is saved, however, from actually
committing these unforgivable deeds by the duke‘s
machinations –Mariana, whom Angelo deserted years
previously, replace Isabella in his bed and instead of Claudio’s
head, he is shown that of criminal who has died naturally.
Angelo is himself pardon at the plays shut, as part of its
prominence on exculpation. Everything the villain reduced
worth is seen as an error in the play or simply as an approach
in the repair of a non realistic end depends on one’s view of
Measure for Measure, but in any case Angelo ruins a great
firm.
Aaron (Titus Andronicus)
Aaron character in Titus Andronicus, the chief villain a cruel
illegal who loves evil for its own sake. Aaron, a moor, is the
lover of Tamora, the Queen of the Goths, and carries out her

revenge on Titus Andronicus, who has permitted her soon to
be killed. Aaron’s blackness was a common simple of evil in
Shakespeare’s day. The black man’s self-important boldness
of society reflect Shakespeare’s consciousness that villainy
can have ingredient in common with fearlessness, in bad
feeling of battle. Although the irony of this extraordinary evil
man cooling over his infant son was probably intended as
humors, it is also a good instance of the play writes respect for
the full humanity of all his characters, even one intended as a
demonstration of cruelty.
Goneril (King Lear)
Goneril character in King Lear, one of the evil daughters of
King Lear. Goneril and her sister Regan declared their huge
love for Lear, when in fact they simply want the portion of his
monarchy that he has stupidly promise to either daughter can
promise him she love him for the most part. They divide up
the award when their truthful younger sister Cordelia enrage
the king with a frank admission that her adore will be given in
part to her future husband. Goneril takes the lead in the two
sister’s evil behavior. Goneril generously evil scenery is so
fearlessly and unsubtly drawn that only her greater anger
distinguish her from her sisters.
Iago (Othello)
Iago character in Othello Othello’s villainous aide. The play
centers on Iago’s hard work to destroyed Othello’s delight. He
convinces him that his wife, Desdemona, has been have a love
affair with Cassio, replacement. One of Shakespeare’s most
thoroughly villainous characters, Iago has intrigue listeners for
generation through his arrangement of sensible cruelty and
outwardly unfair lust for revenge. Iago is the sin weight on
Othello, in disagreement to Desdemona’s high-quality. This
condition very much resembles that of the medieval morals
play, still well-known in Shakespeare day, in which an inner
character must choose between, and angel and devil. Iago is
associated with satanic evil at a number of point in the play.
Finally at the plays closed, Iago openly identify himself
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among the evil spirit.
Macbeth (Macbeth)
Historical form and title character of Macbeth, a Scottish fine
man who kills King Duncan of Scotland and policy country
and till he is killed in war by Lord Macduff. The evil of
Macbeth’s deed, and its effect on him and on Scotland, are
mid essentials on the play. He is awake of the sin his hope
gives go up to, but he cannot overcome temptation. Macbeth
is damaged by two virtues men Macduff and Duncan’s son
Malcolm who are his opposed in the plays stability of good
evil. One of the plays manifestation of the influence of evil is
the collapse of Macbeth personality. Lady Macbeth
encouraged him to overcome his scruples, and he kills the
king. He his immediately plagued by his conscious, he tells of
how “he could not say Amen” and of the voice that foretold
sleeplessness.
Conclusion
Shakespeare’s work alone can be said to possess the organic
strength and infinite variety, the throbbing fullness, vital
complex and breathing truth of Nature herself. In points of
artistic resource and technical ability - such as, copies and
expressive diction freshness and pregnancy of verbal
combination richly modulator verse and structural skill in the
handling of incident and action Shakespeare’s supremacy is
indeed sufficiently assured. But, after, it of course in the spirit
and substance of his work, his power of piercing to the hidden
centre’s of character, of touching the deepest spring as
passion, out of which emerge the issues of life and of evolving
those issues dramatically flawless strength subtlety, and truth.
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